Documenting COVID‐19 in NFIRS Incidents
When completing a NFIRS Incident Report where you may need to document the COVID‐19 interaction, you can use
your NFIRS Module to complete this task.

The COVID‐19 user field will always be
optional, but can be required on certain
Incident Types
Once you have completed the basic page,
you will notice the “Other” page being
required.
In Other section, go to user fields and you
will see the “COVID19_Response” tab.

When selected, it will display a series of questions to be complete as required or optional. Below the rules have been
written to require certain fields based upon the Incident Type. Here is the script that we used in the example,
inlist(Incidentrecord.Inci_type,'311','321','322','323','351','352','353','354','355','356','357','361','363','362','364','365','37
1','372','554') AND Incidentrecord.Alm_date >= {03/23/2020}

If someone answers NO to question 3, you will
be required to answer why PPE was not worn.
You will also need answer whether supplies
were used on the incident.
“Yes” will require a quantity to be entered for
that specific item.
This user field can be used to document
equipment used on this specific response.
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Documenting Individual COVID‐19 Exposure
In addition to documenting the NFIRS Incident involving a possible COVID‐19 Response, each member can document
their individual exposure information as needed.
To complete this, go to the Additional Reports
tab in the NFIRS Incident and select the All Staff
Activities Button.
After selecting the All Staff Activities Button,
Open the highlighted listed Staff Activity.
Once you have opened the Staff Activity,
highlight the member being documenting and
Open the member’s detail screen.
Next select the Other Tab and select the User
Fields Button to find the COVID‐19 User Field.

Once the User Field is open for the
member, you can answer the questions to
document the exposure as needed for the
member.
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